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Abstract: The Weighted Anomaly of Standardized Precipitation Index (WASP-Index) was computed
over Iberia for three monthly timescales (3-month, 6-month and 12-month) in 1961–2020, based on
an observational gridded precipitation dataset (E-OBS), and between 2021 and 2070, based on biascorrected precipitation generated by a six-member climate model ensemble from EURO-CORDEX,
under two Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs), RCP4.5 and RCP8.5. The area-mean
values revealed an upward trend in the frequency of occurrence of intermediate-to-severe dry events
over Iberia, which will be strengthened in the future, particularly for the 12-month WASP (12mWASP) intermediate dry events under RCP8.5. Besides, the number of 3-month WASP (3m-WASP)
intermediate-to-severe wet events is projected to increase (mostly the severest events under RCP4.5)
but no evidence was found for an increase in the number of more persistent 12m-WASP wet events
under both RCPs. Despite important spatial heterogeneities, an increase/decrease of the intensity,
duration and frequency of occurrence of the 12m-WASP intermediate-to-severe dry/wet events
was found under both scenarios, mainly in the southernmost regions of Iberia (mainly Comunidad
Valenciana, Región de Murcia, Andalucía in Spain, Alentejo, and Algarve in Portugal), thus becoming
more exposed to prolonged and severe droughts in the future. This finding corroborates the results
of previous studies.
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It is commonly accepted that climate change has a direct link to the increasing frequency and intensity of extreme events [1]. Projected increases in temperature [2–4] and
alterations in precipitation patterns will be accompanied by more frequent and intense
droughts, as well as floods [5]. These extreme events can have a deep impact on the economy [6–8], agriculture [9,10] and the environment [11]. Therefore, a better understanding of
their future projections in regions more vulnerable to climatic shifts is of utmost relevance.
Drought can be defined as a prolonged absence of precipitation leading to a deficit in
natural water availability [12]. However, four different types of droughts can be defined in
an increasing severity grade: meteorological, agricultural, hydrological and socioeconomic.
Meteorological drought is caused by a precipitation deficit with respect to the climatological
average of a region; agricultural drought occurs when the soil moisture is too scarce to
sustain crop production, and hydrological drought is caused by weak stream flows leading
to low water levels in rivers, lakes and reservoirs. Lastly, socioeconomic drought can be
defined as the consequence of the above-mentioned drought types, resulting in a lack of
water supply to produce or sustain an economic good or service [13,14]. Floods are one
of the most recurrent natural hazards in the world [15] and can be defined, to a certain
extent, as the opposite of droughts as an excess of precipitation relative to the climatological
average in a given region, promoting a rise of water levels in rivers, lakes and reservoirs.
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However, the timescales and spatial extent of droughts and floods are usually different, the
former being more prolonged in time and covering larger areas, while the latter typically
develop in much shorter periods and are often constrained to flood-risk areas.
Changes in precipitation patterns have implications on water availability and, consequently, on its management [16]. Shifts in these patterns combined with an increase in
drought and flood frequency may thus exacerbate hydroclimatic risks. These risks can
have a wide range of impacts, depending on the region. In particular, the Mediterranean
region, which is considered amongst the most exposed to climate change risks [17–22],
is highly susceptible. In the Iberian Peninsula (IP), for example, these risks include an
increase in the number and extension of wildfires, mostly in the summer, an increase in the
intensity and duration of droughts [23,24], as well as an increasing number and intensity
of winter storms (Xynthia in 2010; Dirk in 2014; Leslie in 2018; Elsa, Fabien and Gloria
in 2020) that induce floods and flash floods [25]. Additionally, the precipitation regimes
in Iberia are characterized by strong irregularity and interannual variability related to
persistent large-scale eddies in the eastern North Atlantic [26,27] associated with jet stream
wave-breaking episodes [28,29].
Several climatic indices can be used to assess flood and drought events and, consequently, wet and dry events, namely the Standardized Precipitation Index (SPI), Standardized Precipitation Evapotranspiration Index (SPEI), Standardized Precipitation Temperature Index (SPTI), Rainfall Variability Index (RVI), and Weighted Anomaly of Standardized
Precipitation Index (WASP-Index). In this study, wet and dry events are assessed by using
the WASP-Index. This index was first proposed by Lyon and Barnston [30] and is based on
the previous formulation presented by Lyon [31]. Several studies using this index have
proved it to be a useful tool to assess dry events. Andrade and Belo [32] used this index
in the IP; Croitoru et al. [33] for Romania; Zubair et al. and Lokuhetti et al. [34,35] for Sri
Lanka; Adnan et al. [36] for Pakistan; Carrão et al. [37] on a global scale; Procházka et al. [38]
for the Middle East, and Below et al. [11] reviewed drought-related catastrophes worldwide. An assessment of the impact of hydroclimatic events on the economic growth of
sub-Saharan Africa was made by Brown et al. [6], while Borgomeo et al. [39] analysed
the impacts of rainfall shocks in Ethiopia. Brown et al. [7] used this index to make an
empirical analysis on the effects of climate hazards on national-level economic growth,
while Holterman [8] compared European countries with different economic developments.
Ayanlade et al. [40] used this index to assess interannual precipitation variability and crop
yield in Nigeria, while Zubair et al. [34] assessed drought hazard risk in Sri Lanka using
the WASP-Index.
This study is an extension of the work of Andrade and Belo [32] in which the severity,
frequency and spatial variability of droughts in IP were assessed for three different time
scales (three, six and 12-months) using four observational precipitation-gridded data sets.
Furthermore, the WASP-Index and SPI were also compared in the preceding study, and
it was concluded that both indices are highly correlated for this region. Therefore, the
main purpose of the present study is to use only the WASP-Index as an indicator for
intermediate-to-severe wet and dry events. As previously, the WASP-Index is computed
on three different time scales, i.e., 3-month, 6-month and 12-month WASP-Indexes, respectively (hereafter, 3m-WASP, 6m-WASP, and 12m-WASP) from 1961 to 2070. Though
the WASP-Index is computed on a monthly timescale, four 30-year climatologies are also
analysed: 1961–1990 (baseline climate), 1981–2010 for the recent past period using an
observation-based dataset, and projections for the future periods 2021–2050 and 2041–2070,
under two Representative Concentration Pathway (RCP) scenarios, RCP4.5 and RCP8.5.
Towards this aim, an ensemble of six-member Regional Climate Models (RCMs) of biascorrected monthly precipitation data was used to compute the monthly WASP-Index, and
hence the respective magnitude (severity), duration, intensity and probability for the four
above-referred 30-year periods. The spatial representation for the historical periods and
projections for the duration, intensity and probability under RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 for the
four 30-year climatologies are presented and analysed.
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2. Data and Methodology
2.1. Data and Bias Correction
Observation-based gridded daily total precipitation (in mm) from E-OBS v23.0e was
retrieved from the EU-FP6 project UERRA (https://www.ecad.eu/download/ensembles/
ensembles.php accessed on 3 February 2021), for the period from January 1961 to December
2020, on a 0.1◦ regular grid [41]. This dataset was subject to a bilinear interpolation on a
0.11◦ regular grid, thus allowing an overlap period with the simulated data.
Projections for daily total precipitation were taken from the EURO-CORDEX initiative
(https://www.euro-cordex.net accessed on 20 December 2020), which provides regional
climate models for Europe at a 12.5 km (EUR-11) resolution, for the periods 1951–2005 (historical) and 2006–2070 (scenarios). The RCMs, along with the respective driving models and
contributors, are presented in Table 1. The RCM runs under the RCPs [42,43] were attained
from the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project 5 (CMIP5) global climate project [44]. In
this study, two RCPs were analysed: RCP4.5, which implies a stabilization without crossing
out the pathway to a 4.5 W m−2 stabilization after 2100 [45–47], and RCP8.5, which is
associated with a rising radiative forcing pathway to 8.5 W m−2 in 2100 [48,49].
Table 1. Regional Climate Models (RCMs) and their respective driving models and contributors.
RCM

Driving Model

Contributor

ALADIN53
HIRHAM5
WRF331F
RACMO22E
REMO2009
CCLM4-8-17

CNRM-CM5
ICHEC-EC-EARTH
IPSL-CM5A-MR
ICHEC-EC-EARTH
MPI-ESM-LR
ICHEC-EC-EARTH

Météo France, CNRM
Danish Meteorological Institute, DMI
Institute Pierre-Simon Laplace, IPSL-INERIS
Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute, KNMI
Max Planck Institute for Meteorology, MPI-CSC
Climate Limited-Area Modelling Community, CLMcom

The bias correction method used in this study was the quantile-quantile method, which
assumes that the distribution function of a variable may change in the future but allows a
correction of the whole distribution with tails included. Details about this methodology
are described in Amengual et al. [50] and Viceto et al. [2].
All subsequent calculations were carried out for the study area, which was a EuroAtlantic sector comprising the IP (34.625◦ N–45.075◦ N, 15.125◦ W–4.785◦ E). It is worth
mentioning that all calculations were undertaken for all grid points and were only clipped
for the figures presented herein, thus excluding grid points in the Atlantic Ocean and
the Mediterranean Sea (Figure 1). All maps have the GCS ETRS 1989 Geographical
Coordinate System.
2.2. WASP-Index Calculation
The WASP-Index is obtained through the following equation:
WASPN =

SUMN =

∑

N
i=1



SUMN
,
σSUMN
Pi − Pi
σi



(1)
Pi
,
PA

(2)

where Pi is the observed i-th month precipitation attained from daily ensemble-mean
precipitation (PR), Pi is the precipitation baseline climatology (1961–1990) for the corresponding month/year, σi is the standard deviation of monthly precipitation and PA is the
mean annual precipitation. SUMN in (2) is obtained considering the preceding N months
(time scale of the index). For example, WASP12 is calculated taking into consideration the
preceding 11 months of the month that is being calculated. Furthermore, the WASP-Index
allows a qualitative classification of dry and wet severity through its values, as described
in Table 2.
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Figure 1. Iberian Peninsula (IP) study area, with the respective Nomenclature of Territorial Units for
Figure 1. Iberian Peninsula (IP) study area, with the respective Nomenclature of Territorial Units
Statistics (NUTS) NUTS 2 boundaries.
for Statistics (NUTS) NUTS 2 boundaries.
Table
2. WASP-Index
values and their corresponding meaning [30,32].
2.2.
WASP-Index
Calculation

The WASP-Index
obtained through the following equation:
WASPisValues
Meaning
WASP ≤ −2
Severe dry
WASP =
,
(1)
−2 < WASP ≤ −1.5
Intermediate dry
−1.5 < WASP ≤ −1
Moderate dry
−1 < WASP < 1
Near normal
(2)
SUM =
,
1 ≤ WASP < 1.5
Moderate wet
1.5 ≤ WASP < 2
Intermediate wet
where P is the observed
i-th
daily ensemble-mean
preWASP ≥
2 month precipitation attained from Severe
wet

cipitation (PR), P is the precipitation baseline climatology (1961–1990) for the corresponding month/year,
is the standard deviation of monthly precipitation and P is the
For this study, the WASP-Index was computed for three timescales, i.e., 3m-WASP
mean annual precipitation. SUM in (2) is obtained considering the preceding N months
(which has 1318 instants, with the first summing the period from January 1961 to March
12 is calculated taking into consideration the
(time
scale
of the index).
For example,
WASP
1961),
6m-WASP
(totalizing
1315 instants,
with
the first being the sum of the period from
preceding
11 months
the month
that is being
calculated.
the encompassing
WASP-Index
January 1961
to Juneof1961),
and 12m-WASP
(1309
instantsFurthermore,
in total, the first
allows
a
qualitative
classification
of
dry
and
wet
severity
through
its
values,
described
January 1961 to December 1961), for the period between 1961 and 2070. Theseasthree
indices
in(3m-WASP,
Table 2. 6m-WASP, and 12m-WASP) were attained from E-OBS (January 1961 and
December 2020) for the past period (1961–2020), and from the bias-corrected ensemble,
under RCP4.5 and RCP8.5, from 2021 until 2070. For the past period, the three-time scaled
WASP indicesWASP
were averaged
obtain a single time series
Values over latitude and longitude toMeaning
(area-mean) that
allows
the identification of the dry and wetSevere
events dry
over the target region.
WASP
≤ −2

Table 2. WASP-Index values and their corresponding meaning [30,32].

−2 < WASP ≤ −1.5
Intermediate dry
2.3. Dry and Wet Events Methodological Analysis
−1.5 < WASP ≤ −1
Moderate dry
The spatial and temporal evolution of wet and dry events was analysed for two
−1 < WASP < 1
Near normal
mean historical periods, 1961−1990 and 1981−2010 (from the E-OBS dataset), and two
1 ≤ WASP < 1.5
Moderate wet
future periods, 2021−2050 and 2041−2070 (from the six-member bias-corrected ensemble)
≤ WASP
< 2for the 12m-WASP (Figure 2).
Intermediate
wet
under RCP4.51.5and
RCP8.5,
Towards this
goal, the spatialWASP
≥
2
Severe
wet
temporal evolution of duration, intensity, severity and frequency for these four time periods
was analysed for the IP, as well as for some illustrative main cities that are provided as
For this study,
the WASP-Index was computed for three timescales, i.e., 3m-WASP
Supplementary
material.
(which has 1318 instants, with the first summing the period from January 1961 to March
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The spatial and temporal evolution of wet and dry events was analysed for two mean
historical periods, 1961−1990 and 1981−2010 (from the E-OBS dataset), and two future periods, 2021−2050 and 2041−2070 (from the six-member bias-corrected ensemble) under
RCP4.5 and RCP8.5, for the 12m-WASP (Figure 2). Towards this goal, the spatial-temporal
evolution of duration, intensity, severity and frequency for these four time periods5 of
was
19
analysed for the IP, as well as for some illustrative main cities that are provided as Supplementary material.

Figure 2.
2. Schematic
Schematic representation
representation of
of this
this study
study methodology.
methodology.
Figure

The
The duration
duration of
of an
an event
event is
is determined
determined by
by the
the total
total number
number of
ofconsecutive
consecutive months
months
for
the index
indexvalue
valuefalls
fallsbetween
between
2 and
1.5 and
(1.5 2)
and
for intermediate
dry
for which the
−2−and
−1.5−(1.5
for2)intermediate
dry (wet),
(wet),
or −2
equal
−2 or
(above
2) fordry
severe
dry
butatlasting
at least
two
belowbelow
or equal
(above
equalor2)equal
for severe
(wet)
but(wet)
lasting
least two
consecuconsecutive
to ensure
that
the extreme
has occurred
In this
study,
tive monthsmonths
to ensure
that the
extreme
event event
has occurred
[51]. [51].
In this
study,
onlyonly
the
the
results
regarding
the
threshold
−
1.5
(1.5)
for
intermediate-to-severe
dry
(wet)
events
results regarding the threshold −1.5 (1.5) for intermediate-to-severe dry (wet) events
are
are
presented
(≤−
1.5 ≥1.5,
and ≥
1.5, respectively).
presented
(≤−1.5
and
respectively).
The
The severity
severity or
or magnitude
magnitude of
of an
an event
event is
is calculated
calculated by:
by:
x

Magnitude
=∑
12m−−WASP
WASPj , ,
Magnitude
=∑
12m
j=1

(3)
(3)

where j is the first month in which the 12m-WASP lies below/above a chosen value and x
where j is the first month in which the 12m-WASP lies below/above a chosen value and x
is the month when the 12m-WASP becomes greater/lower than the threshold value [52].
is the month when the 12m-WASP becomes greater/lower than the threshold value [52].
As previously referred, only the results with a threshold smaller or equal to −1.5 (greater
As previously referred, only the results with a threshold smaller or equal to −1.5 (greater
or equal
equal to
to 1.5)
1.5) for
for intermediate-to-severe
intermediate-to-severe dry
dry (wet)
(wet) events
eventswere
wereanalysed.
analysed.
or
Intensity
is
defined
as
the
average
index
value
per
month,
which is
is high
high and
and has
has aa
Intensity is defined as the average index value per month, which
severe
impact
when
a
large
magnitude
occurs
over
a
short
period.
severe impact when a large magnitude occurs over a short period.
Lastly, frequency is the probability of occurrence of a dry or wet event (in %), defined
by the following equation:
Probability % =

Total number of dry or wet months
× 100%.
Total number of months

(4)

As stated before, only the spatial representations of the results concerning intermediateto-severe dry (wet) events are presented and discussed (Section 3.1). The overall schematic
methodology followed in this study is illustrated in Figure 2.
A comparison between 2041–2070 under both RCPs and 1961–1990 was performed for
the duration and frequency of occurrence of intermediate-to-severe dry and wet events. The
anomalies (∆) were attained between 2041–2070 12m-WASP values minus the 1961–1990
12m-WASP. The statistically significant anomalies (S.S) were assessed by the Mann-WhitneyWilcoxon test (MWW) at a 5% significance level [53,54]. The null hypothesis of this
nonparametric test, assesses if the data have equal medians or not (Ha = 1, rejection of the
null hypothesis).
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3. Results
3.1. Historical Evolution for Wet and Dry Events
The analysis of 12m-WASP, 6m-WASP, and 3m-WASP values in both Table 3 and
Figure 3 (only for the past periods) allows a better understanding of past and future
conditions for dry and wet events for the entire IP, under RCP4.5 and RCP8.5. According
to Table 3, a single 12m-WASP intermediate dry (ID) event and three 3m-WASP ID events
were detected for the study area in the period 1961–1990 (Figure 3). No severe dry (SD)
events were detected. For 3m-WASP, seven intermediate wet (IW) and three severe wet
(SW) events are shown for the same period, 9 IW, no SW for 6m-WASP and 2 IW, and one
SW for the 12m-WASP (Figure 3).
For 1981–2010, no SW events were detected except for 3m-WASP with 4 SW events.
Similar considerations can be made for the SD events, apart from one event for the 6mWASP. For this period, 4 IW events were detected for the 6m-WASP and six for the 3mWASP. Conversely, in 1981–2010, 10 ID events were found for the 12m-WASP, 13 ID events
for the 6m and 3m-WASPs and one SD event in 2005 for the 6m-WASP [55], hinting at an
upward trend’ in dry conditions (Figure 3).
The results project an increase in the number of both intermediate-to-severe dry events,
between 2021−2050 and 2041−2070 under both RCPs, and for the three WASP timescales.
The number of projected events is higher than for the intermediate-to-severe wet events.
A higher number of dry events are projected, with the 12m-WASP higher for RCP8.5 (23
ID and 2 SD) than for RCP4.5 (14 ID and 8 SD) over the period 2041−2070 (Table 3). The
increase of the intermediate-to-severe wet events was not as pronounced as for the dry
events (Table 3) for both the 12m-WASP (Figure 3a) and the 6m-WASP (Figure 3b).
Since wet events are typically associated with shorter timescales (e.g., flash floods,
floods, and storms), they are better captured with the smaller timescale WASP-Index.
Therefore, for the 3m-WASP in 2041−2070, 10 IW and four SW events were found under
RCP8.5, and three IW and six SW under RCP4.5. These results hint at a link between
drought conditions and extreme climatological events (higher values in the 12m-WASP)
and wet conditions and extreme meteorological events (higher values in the 3m-WASP).
The projections for the number of SW events for the 3m-WASP (six and one for 2021−2050,
six and four for 2041−2070 for RCP4.5 and RCP8.5, respectively) were higher in comparison
with the SD events (two and one for 2021−2050, three and zero for 2041−2070 for RCP4.5
and RCP8.5, respectively) (Table 3). No intermediate-to-severe wet events were projected
to occur for the 12m-WASP under RCP8.5. Only two IW events were projected for both
future periods under RCP4.5.
Table 3. Number of intermediate-to-severe wet and dry events for the past periods 1961−1990, 1981−2010, and for the
future periods 2021−2050 and 2041−2070 under RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 1 .
Wet Events
12m-WASP
6m-WASP
3m-WASP

1961−1990

1981−2010

2021−2050

2041−2070

RCP4.5

RCP8.5

RCP4.5

RCP8.5
0

IW

2

0

2

0

2

SW

1

0

0

0

0

0

IW

9

4

3

3

6

2

SW

0

0

4

0

4

0

IW

7

6

4

5

3

10

SW

3

4

6

1

6

4
23

Dry events
12m-WASP
6m-WASP
3m-WASP
1

ID

1

10

8

18

14

SD

0

0

10

4

8

2

ID

0

13

12

8

14

11

SD

0

1

4

4

3

0

ID

3

13

7

11

9

9

SD

0

0

2

1

3

0

In the table ID = intermediately dry; IW = intermediately wet; SD = severely dry; SW = severely wet.
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Figure 3. Area-mean values between 1961–2070 for (a) 12m-WASP, (b) 6m-WASP and (c) 3m-WASPFigure 3. Area-mean values between 1961–2070 for (a) 12m-WASP, (b) 6m-WASP and (c) 3m-WASPIndexesininwhich
whichintermediate-to-severe
intermediate-to-severe
and(blue)
wet (blue)
are identified
Indexes
dry dry
(red)(red)
and wet
events events
are identified
(months (months
and
and
year).
year).

In summary,
an overall increase Wet
of ID
events
was projected, more pronounced than
3.2. Projections
for Intermediate-to-Severe
and
Dry Events
for the SD events, and higher for the 12m-WASP under RCP8.5 (Table 3). For the 6m-WASP,
Figure 4 shows the duration in months of intermediate-to-severe wet events for the
the
projected
number of dry events was also noticeable, and higher for ID (12 and 8 for
12m-WASP under both RCPs. The results show a clear projected decrease in the duration
2021−2050, 14 and 11 for 2041−2070, for both RCPs, respectively) than for SD events
(four and four for 2021−2050, three and zero for 2041−2070, for both RCPs, respectively).
As stated above, the projected increase of intermediate-to-severe wet events was not as
pronounced as for dry events. The 3m-WASP IW events showed the most significant
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change under RCP8.5 (four and five for 2021−2050, three and 10 for 2041−2070 for both
RCPs, respectively). For the 12m-WASP, no significant increase in the number of IW events
was projected under RCP4.5, for which no SW events were projected to occur from 2021 to
of these
events
1961–1990 (Figure 4a) to 1981–2010 (Figure 4b) in Aragón and Cata2070
under
bothfrom
RCPs.
luñaFollowing
despite the
increase
the duration (Figure
over central
and(Figures
southern4 Portugal.
This
the
selectedinmethodology
2), theIberia
duration
and 5), intensity
hints
at
a
change
in
the
precipitation
regime
during
these
periods.
Conversely,
for
the
(Figures 7 and 8) and frequency of occurrence (Figures 9 and 10) for intermediate-to-severe
same
periods,
there
was
an
outstanding
difference
between
the
duration
of
intermediatewet and dry events for the 12m-WASP were computed for the past periods 1961–1990 and
to-severe dry
in 1961–1990
(Figure 5a)
and
1981–2010
(Figure
5b). and
An increase
in
1981–2010,
andevents
the future
periods 2021–2050
and
2041–2070,
under
RCP4.5
RCP8.5. The
the numberanomalies
of dry months
in Centro,
Norte (in
are noteworthy,
12m-WASP
(∆) between
2041–2070,
for Portugal),
both RCPs,and
andGalicia
1961–1990
are presented
with
reaching
906)months
(corresponding
to 7.5 years)
1981–2010
(Figure
5a).
for
thevalues
duration
(Figure
and frequency
of occurrence
(Figurefor11)
of wet and
dry events.
Thecorresponding
high number oftables
intermediate-to-severe
dryS1),
months
(30 to(Table
70 months;
2.5 to
5.8 years)of
The
for duration (Table
intensity
S2), and
frequency
can also be(Table
foundS3)
in the
north,
between
OviedoIP
and
Zaragoza,
inner Iberia
occurrence
were
analyzed
for several
main
cities (within
NUTS(surrounding
2 regions) and
Madrid,
Toledo,
Valencia,
and
Murcia)
and
in
between
Merida
and
Seville
(Figure
5b).
are provided as supplementary material.
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Figure 5. Duration in months of 12m-WASP intermediate-to-severe dry events in IP for the periods (a) 1961–1990;

Figure 5. Duration in months of 12m-WASP intermediate-to-severe dry events in IP for the periods (a) 1961–1990; (b) 1981–
(b) 1981–2010; (c,d) 2021–2050; (e,f) 2041–2070 under RCP4.5 (left) and RCP8.5 (right) (Note: NUTS 2 in grey contours).
2010; (c,d) 2021–2050; (e,f) 2041–2070 under RCP4.5 (left) and RCP8.5 (right) (Note: NUTS 2 in grey contours).

A decrease in the number of intermediate-to-severe wet months is apparent and more
pronounced for 2041–2070 (Figure 4e,f) than for 2021–2050 (Figure 4c,d), and lower under
RCP8.5 (Figure 4f) than RCP4.5 (Figure 4e). This decrease is clear for 2041–2070 (Figure
6a,b), for which most of the IP shows negative anomalies under both RCPs. The region
with higher duration is located near the Atlantic Ocean, over Portugal (positive anomalies), extending towards Extremadura in Spain, mainly under RCP4.5. This projected decrease in the duration can also be found in southern Portugal, affecting the Alentejo and
Algarve regions in both periods, mainly under RCP8.5 and for 2021–2050. Conversely, the
projected increase in the number of months of intermediate-to-severe dry events is worth
noting (Figure 5c–f). The spatial extension of the highest values towards the southern half
of IP is also clear, though for 2021–2050 there are areas with lower values in inner Iberia
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jected for the region of Murcia and its surroundings, with a more prominent extension
under RCP4.5 (Figure 5e). Although the extension of these maximum values was weaker
under RCP8.5, small areas in the north (between Oviedo and Vitoria, Logroño; Figure 5f)
can also be identified for 2041–2070. The corresponding positive differences are shown in
Figure 6c,d, with prominent values in the previously stated regions. Hence, for these ar10 of 19
eas, one-third of the years (approximately 10 years) in the period 2041–2070 will experience intermediate-to-severe dry conditions under both RCPs.
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in the north, between Oviedo and Zaragoza, inner Iberia (surrounding Madrid, Toledo,
Valencia, and Murcia) and in between Merida and Seville (Figure 5b).
A decrease in the number of intermediate-to-severe wet months is apparent and
more pronounced for 2041–2070 (Figure 4e,f) than for 2021–2050 (Figure 4c,d), and lower
under RCP8.5 (Figure 4f) than RCP4.5 (Figure 4e). This decrease is clear for 2041–2070
(Figure 6a,b), for which most of the IP shows negative anomalies under both RCPs. The
region with higher duration is located near the Atlantic Ocean, over Portugal (positive
anomalies), extending towards Extremadura in Spain, mainly under RCP4.5. This projected
decrease in the duration can also be found in southern Portugal, affecting the Alentejo and
Algarve regions in both periods, mainly under RCP8.5 and for 2021–2050. Conversely, the
projected increase in the number of months of intermediate-to-severe dry events is worth
noting (Figure 5c–f). The spatial extension of the highest values towards the southern
half of IP is also clear, though for 2021–2050 there are areas with lower values in inner
Iberia and the eastern coast, mainly under RCP4.5 (Figure 5c) when compared with RCP8.5
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(Figure 5d). The highest durations (up to 120 months, e.g., equivalent to 10 years) were
projected for the region of Murcia and its surroundings, with a more prominent extension
under RCP4.5 (Figure 5e). Although the extension of these maximum values was weaker
under RCP8.5, small areas in the north (between Oviedo and Vitoria, Logroño; Figure 5f)
can also be identified for 2041–2070. The corresponding positive differences are shown in
Figure 6c,d, with prominent values in the previously stated regions. Hence, for these areas,
one-third of the years (approximately 10 years) in the period 2041–2070 will experience
intermediate-to-severe dry conditions under both RCPs.
Figure 7 shows the spatial-temporal evolution of intermediate-to-severe wet events
for the 12m-WASP past and future periods, under RCP4.5 and RCP8.5. Clear differences
between the past and future periods are shown. The extensions of areas with SW events
(>2) for 1961–1990 decrease for 1981–2010 (though Galicia presents values >2.6). However,
for 2021–2050 and both RCPs, the prominence of IW events through the southeast of Iberia
is apparent. This predicted decrease of intensity of SW areas in most of IP is higher between
2041–2070, mainly for RCP8.5 (Figure 7f). Although an intensity decrease was found for
severe events under RCP8.5, an area comprising most of the Portuguese territory, western
Andalucía, Extremadura, certain regions of Castilla y Léon and Cataluña was predicted to
Climate 2021,
9, x
12 of 20
remain
with conditions favorable to the occurrence of SW conditions towards 2070 and
under RCP4.5 (Figure 7e).
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7. Intensity
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events
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for1961–1990
the periods
(c,d) 2021–2050, (e,f) 2041–2070 under RCP4.5 (left) and RCP8.5 (right) (Note: NUTS 2 in grey contours).

and, (b) 1981–2010, (c,d) 2021–2050, (e,f) 2041–2070 under RCP4.5 (left) and RCP8.5 (right) (Note:
NUTS 2 in grey contours).
Although ID conditions prevailed over the two past periods (Figure 8a,c) in the westernmost half of the IP from 2021 onwards (Figure 8a–c), most of the territory may experience SD conditions, mainly for RCP4.5 and 2041–2070 (Figure 8e). Similar results were
found for RCP8.5, projecting areas of ID conditions in Galicia, Castilla y Léon, Aragón,
and Valencia, in Spain, and Centro and Norte, in Portugal (Figure 8d,f).
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Although ID conditions prevailed over the two past periods (Figure 8a,c) in the
westernmost half of the IP from 2021 onwards (Figure 8a–c), most of the territory may
experience SD conditions, mainly for RCP4.5 and 2041–2070 (Figure 8e). Similar results
13 of 20
were found for RCP8.5, projecting areas of ID conditions in Galicia, Castilla y Léon, Aragón,
and Valencia, in Spain, and Centro and Norte, in Portugal (Figure 8d,f).
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thatthat
Figure
of occurrence
occurrenceofofintermediate-to-severe
intermediate-to-severe
wet
events
reveals an overall decrease of these events from 2021–2050 under RCP8.5 (Figure 9e) when
reveals an overall decrease of these events from 2021–2050 under RCP8.5 (Figure 9e) when
compared with the past periods (Figure 9a,b), as well as for the same period under RCP4.5
compared with the past periods (Figure 9a,b), as well as for the same period under RCP4.5
(Figure 9d). The period 2041–2070 has higher probabilities of occurrence of wet events
(Figure 9d). The period 2041–2070 has higher probabilities of occurrence of wet events in
in the westernmost part of the IP (Galicia not included under RCP4.5) and in the vicinity

the westernmost part of the IP (Galicia not included under RCP4.5) and in the vicinity of
Zaragoza and Barcelona (Aragon and Cataluña provinces) (Figure 9e,f), though with
lower percentages under RCP8.5. For all periods, these percentages do not exceed 15%. A
closer inspection of the spatial patterns between the past (Figure 9a,b) and future periods
reveals contrasting differences (Figure 9c–f). These contrasting differences are also present
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of Zaragoza and Barcelona (Aragon and Cataluña provinces) (Figure 9e,f), though with
lower percentages under RCP8.5. For all periods, these percentages do not exceed 15%. A
closer inspection of the spatial patterns between the past (Figure 9a,b) and future periods
reveals contrasting differences (Figure 9c–f). These contrasting differences are also present
14 of 20
for the frequency of occurrence of intermediate-to-dry events, but it is predicted that an
increase might reach a maximum of 35% from 2021 until 2070 under both RCPs (Figure 10).
The aforementioned decrease in the frequency is shown in the spatial representation of the
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(Figure
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11a,b).
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1981–2010, (c,d) 2021–2050, (e,f) 2041–2070 under RCP4.5 (left) and RCP8.5 (right) (Note: NUTS 2 in grey contours).

Smaller frequencies of occurrence of intermediate-to-severe dry events up to 8% were
recorded for 1961–1990 (Figure 10a), with areas with near-normal classification. However,
clear changes can be observed for 1981–2010 (Figure 10b), in which the percentages of
occurrence of dry events increase by nearly 25%, mainly in the Centro Region of Portugal.
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eastern Andalucía to Principado de Asturias, Cantabria, País Vasco and La Rioja with
higher percentages are projected under RCP4.5 (Figure 10c). Projections show that the
percentage of these dry conditions can reach 35% in certain regions of the IP, such as its
central and south-eastern areas, under both RCPs (Figure 10e,f). Southern Portugal also
14 offrom
19
presents higher percentages, mainly under RCP8.5, with projected frequencies
10 to
25%.
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4. Discussion
from eastern Andalucía to Principado de Asturias, Cantabria, País Vasco and La Rioja with
higher percentages are projected under RCP4.5 (Figure 10c). Projections show that the
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WASP-Index in capturing extreme wet events. The performance of the 1m-WASP in detecting these wet events will be explored in future research. Conversely, for dry events
three timescales of the WASP-Index were used. As an example, Spinoni et al. [58] used
SPI at different timescales to construct a new global database of meteorological drought
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4. Discussion
In the present study, the ability of the WASP-index to capture extremely dry or wet
events in the IP was used because most studies use the SPI or SPEI. Although most of these
extreme events, particularly the meteorological or weather-driven events (e.g., floods or
storms) typically occur in shorter timescales (hours to days), they are still identified by the
shorter monthly timescales of the WASP-index. For example, the 3m-WASP was able to
capture the 2010 winter anomalous conditions depicted by Vicente-Serrano et al. [56]. This
latter study analyzed the SPI for the IP, and also reports that 1969 (also by Ramos et al. [57])
and 1996 winters were very similar to 2010. Both winters were also captured by the
3m-WASP (Figure 3c). These results show a reasonable performance of WASP-Index in
capturing extreme wet events. The performance of the 1m-WASP in detecting these wet
events will be explored in future research. Conversely, for dry events, three timescales
of the WASP-Index were used. As an example, Spinoni et al. [58] used SPI at different
timescales to construct a new global database of meteorological drought events from 1951
to 2016. For the IP, they identified drought periods between 1991–1995 and 2004–2007 that
were also depicted by 3m, 6m and 12m-WASP (Figure 3). Overall, this analysis enabled
better documentation of some reported events for the IP between 1961–2020. Furthermore,
for this same period, the area-mean values over the IP revealed an upward trend in the
frequency of occurrence of intermediate-to-severe dry events, which is in line with a general
drying trend reported by previous studies [2,4,23,32,51,59,60].
For future climates, an increase of the intensity, duration, and frequency of occurrence
of the 12m-WASP intermediate-to-severe dry events under both RCPs was found, particularly in the southernmost regions of the IP. Indeed, these regions that comprise mainly
Comunidad Valenciana, Región de Murcia, Andalucía (in Spain), Alentejo, and Algarve
(in Portugal) will endure more prolonged and intense droughts until 2070, increasing the
vulnerability of the ecosystems to water scarcity. The heterogeneity of the spatial patterns
in the future, under both RCPs, also suggests changes in large-scale patterns of daily precipitation in IP that have been identified in the past [61]. Furthermore, the upward trend in
the dry events is projected to be strengthened in future climates, which is also in agreement
with previous studies with related impacts on drought [62], bioclimatic conditions [63]
or climate classification [21,64]. Since droughts have deep impacts on water resources,
agriculture and the environment, this is particularly relevant. This standardized index and
methodology can lead to the analysis of drought indices derived from the Standardized Soil
Water Index (SSWI) [65]. In future research, the linkage of the agricultural Drought Hazard
Index (DHI) with crop yields can lead to the quantification of crop drought vulnerability
and risks. This enables evaluation of the water resources vulnerability and scarcity of this
region. For instance, Procházka et al. [38] evaluated water scarcity in the Middle East using
the WASP-Index. Concerning the wet events, the study showed a decrease in the intensity,
duration and frequency of occurrence of the 12m-WASP intermediate-to-severe wet events.
These outcomes are supported by previous research for the IP [56]. Nonetheless, the number of 3m-WASP intermediate-to-severe wet events was projected to increase, particularly
for the severe events under RCP4.5, suggesting a trend for a strengthening of shorter-term
wet events and extreme precipitation episodes [16,66–69].
The assessment of wet and dry events is highly relevant in regions already considered
climatic hotspots like the IP [18,20,70]. Drought risk analysis should be a primary concern
of policymakers, as drought risk management should decrease the impacts of severe
droughts in urban areas, in which water supply frequently depends on artificial storage.
As an example, the Alqueva dam (Portugal) in the Guadiana River has a deep impact on
the water supply for population and agriculture in Extremadura, Andalucía, and southern
Portugal, for which the cities identified in this study (Supplementary Material), like Faro
(Tables S1–S3), are projected to endure more severe and prolonged dry conditions. Overall,
this study allows the conclusion that there will be a greater occurrence of dry events in
the IP until 2070, under both RCPs, with inevitable consequences on ecosystems [37] and
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wildfire risk [24], as well as requiring changes in agricultural practices [9,71] such as the
selection of new grapevine cultivars [72] or the implementation of olive tree irrigation [73].
Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/10
.3390/cli9060094/s1.
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